Otolith Function Testing.
Two technically simple tests, vestibular evoked myogenic potential (VEMP) and subjective visual vertical/horizontal (SVV/H) test, have the potential to transform otolith function testing from the research laboratory to the outpatient clinic. Cervical- and ocular-VEMPs are short latency surface potentials produced through the activation of saccular and utricular afferents by sound and vibration. They are tests of dynamic otolith function. The SVV/H test in peripheral lesions probes static asymmetries in utricular function and represents a perceptual error in perceived gravitational vertical/horizontal. VEMPs and SVV/H enable the characterization of patterns and severity of otolith dysfunction in common vestibular disorders. Combined with tests of semicircular canal function, they provide a useful tool for eliciting diagnostic profiles in vestibular neuritis and Ménière's disease. VEMPs are valuable in the pre-surgical confirmation of superior semicircular canal dehiscence and in some cases, may alert the clinician to the presence of a vestibular schwannoma in patients with symmetrical hearing.